Blade tip-timing (BTT) is a promising method of online monitoring rotating blade vibrations. Since BTT-based vibration signals are typically undersampled, how to reconstruct characteristic vibrations from BTT signals is a big challenge. Existing reconstruction methods are mainly based on the assumption of constant rotation speeds. However, rotating speed fluctuation is inevitable in many engineering applications. In this case, the BTT sampling process should be nonuniform, which will cause existing reconstruction methods to be unavailable. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a new reconstruction method based on nonlinear time transformation (NTT). Firstly, the effects of rotating speed fluctuation on BTT vibration reconstruction are analyzed. Next, the NTT of BTT sampling times under rotating speed fluctuation is presented. en, two NTTbased reconstruction algorithms are derived for uniform and nonuniform BTT sensor configurations, respectively. Also several evaluation metrics of BTT vibration reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuation are defined. Finally, numerical simulations are done to verify the proposed algorithms. e results testify that the proposed NTT-based reconstruction method can reduce effectively the influence of rotating speed fluctuation and decrease the reconstruction error. In addition, rotating speed fluctuation has more bad effects on the reconstruction method under nonuniform sensor configuration than under uniform sensor configuration. For nonuniform BTT signal reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuation, more attentions should be paid on selecting proper angles between BTT sensors. In summary, the proposed method will benefit for detecting early blade damages by reducing frequency aliasing.
Introduction
High-speed rotating blades are key mechanical moving components in turbomachinery, such as engine compressor and turbine blades. In particular, these blades are often exposed to extremely severe conditions of vibrations, centrifugal forces, and temperatures. High cycle fatigues due to low stress and high-frequency vibrations always result in different blade damages or faults. Moreover, severe vibratory stresses may induce blade cracks. In practice, cracks in rotor blades will often cause catastrophic failures [1] . Statistics data have shown that over 60% of the overall faults are caused by vibrations. Furthermore, blade faults have accounted for more than 70% of the overall vibrationinduced faults [2] . us, online vibration monitoring for detecting incipient cracks in high-speed rotor blades during operation is an important requirement from the perspective of safety, reliability, availability, and maintenance [3, 4] .
Blades rotate continuously during working, so it is a big challenge to carry out online vibration monitoring. In recent years, more and more interest in blade vibration monitoring is arising. Existing methods can be divided into two classes. e first one is called as contact measurement. A common contact measurement method is to mount a strain gauge on a blade surface and obtain vibration signals by using a slipring [5, 6] . But this way has several shortcomings. Firstly, a strain gauge needs to be attached to each blade face. at is to say, each strain gauge can only be used to monitor a blade. In particular, a strain gauge should in return affect vibration characteristics of the blade. Secondly, the life of a strain gauge is often limited due to serious operation environment and not enough for enduring long time. As a result, it needs to replace strain gauges periodically and the cost is great. irdly, a high-speed slip ring is needed for transmitting signals and its expense is also very high. In order to overcome the shortcomings of contact measurement methods, more and more researchers are studying noncontact blade vibration monitoring methods. Nowadays, blade tip-timing (BTT) has become a promising approach of noncontact vibration monitoring [7] [8] [9] . A BTT method always uses the times at which the blade tips pass the casing-mounted probes to obtain all-blade vibrations simultaneously. When there are no blade vibrations, passing times of each blade will only be a function of rotating speed, blade tip radius, and circumferential probe positions. Otherwise, the blades will pass the probes earlier or later, so that blade passing times deviate from those obtained in the undisturbed condition, leading to a time difference series. Based on this series, we can calculate all-blade vibration displacements. But its main drawback is that the sampling frequency completely depends on the rotating speed and the number of installed sensors. In practice, the number of BTT sensors is small due to the restrictions of spaces and costs, so the sampling frequency of blade vibration signals is always much less than natural frequencies of blades. In this case, blade vibration signals are well undersampled and need to be reconstructed. How to reconstruct vibration characteristics from undersampled BTT signals is a big challenge. Few works have been done. Bendali et al. proposed a BTT signal reconstruction method based on the Shannon theorem [10] . However, practical BTT signals are not truly band-limited, so aliasing still exists in reconstructed signals. In order to overcome this issue, Chen et al. proposed an improved BTT signal reconstruction based on the Shannon theorem and wavelet packet transform [11] .
According to classical theory of BTT measurements, the rotating speed is expected to be invariant. Otherwise, the time difference series is inaccurate, which will cause spectral errors. In many engineering applications, however, the rotation speed is impossible to be a constant due to unstable airflow, load instability, and other influencing factors. ough either arrival times of all blades at one or multiple revolutions or few blades around the blade under consideration are used to define expected arrival time, we cannot make sure that the effect of rotating speed fluctuation can be reduced completely. Under large rotating speed fluctuations, spectral errors will appear in reconstructed blade vibrations using existing algorithms. In this case, it is much difficult to detect incipient blade damages because early damages also just cause small spectral shifts. In particular, vibration reconstruction may fail completely when the rotating speed fluctuates too much. us, it is much significant to study blade vibration reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuations. To our best knowledge, little similar work has been done to solve this problem. Bouchain et al. presented a new sparse signal model for tiptiming spectral analysis that considered rotating variations, which was then solved by alternating direction method of multipliers with a ℓ 1 regularization [12] . In this case, frequency aliasing was reduced. But this method is a little complex. e goal of this paper is to advance the previous works [11, 13, 14] and explore a new BTT vibration reconstruction method under rotating speed fluctuation. Firstly, the effect of rotating speed fluctuation on BTT measurements is equivalent to a random nonuniform sampling process. en, nonlinear time transformation is introduced to transform the random nonuniform sampling process into a uniform sampling process. Based on this, new BTT vibration reconstruction algorithms are proposed for uniform and nonuniform BTT sensor configurations, respectively. e remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, effects of speed fluctuation on BTT vibration reconstruction are discussed and evaluation metrics of BTT vibration reconstruction methods are defined. Next, nonlinear time transformation of BTT sampling times under rotating speed fluctuation is presented in Section 3, which is the basis of this paper. In Section 4, two classes of NTT-based BTT vibration signal reconstruction algorithms under rotating speed fluctuation are proposed for uniform and nonuniform BTT sensor configurations, respectively. en numerical simulations are carried out to verify the proposed methods in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
Effects of Rotating Speed Fluctuation on BTT Vibration Reconstruction

Basic Principles of BTT-Based Blade Vibration
Monitoring. Basic principle of a BTTmeasurement system is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, I BTT sensors are embedded into a stationary casing around a bladed-disk with K blades. In practice, BTT sensors can be optical fiber, eddy current, and microwave or capacitive sensors. At the same time, an onceper-revolution sensor is mounted in front of the shaft as a reference sensor. e angular positions of the i th (1 ≤ i ≤ I) BTT sensor and the k th (1 ≤ k ≤ K) blade are denoted as α i and θ k , respectively. e basis of BTT methods is to measure the arrival times when each blade passes each BTT sensor. When there are no blade vibrations under ideal conditions, the passage times of each blade will only be a function of rotating speed, blade tip radius, and its circumferential position. Obviously, these parameters are fixed, so the blade passage times are also deterministic. However, when blade vibrations happen, the blades will pass BTT sensors earlier or later than normal values. us, the blade passing times will deviate from those under undisturbed conditions and a time difference series will be generated for each blade. en, vibration displacements of each blade can be calculated based on these time differences. Obviously, the BTT method can be used to measure all-blade vibration displacements, which is much superior to contact measurement methods. e details are summarized as follows.
Let the bladed-disk rotate clockwise at a constant speed. Under ideal conditions, the expected arrival times of the k th blade passing the i th BTT sensor can be calculated as
where f r is the rotating frequency and n denotes the n th revolution. e actual arrival times of the k th blade passing the i th BTT sensor are measured as t actual i,k,n . en, the time difference series is calculated as
Furthermore, vibration displacements of the k th blade measured by the i th BTT sensor can be represented as
where R is the blade tip radius. It can be seen that I × N vibration displacements of each blade are measured during N revolutions. Obviously, the sampling frequency f BTT is equal to I × f r if the BTT sensors are mounted uniformly. In engineering applications, the number of BTTsensors I is often small due to the restrictions of spaces and costs, so the sampling frequency f BTT is always less than the natural frequency of a blade. us, BTT-based blade vibration signals are typically undersampled. In this case, it is difficult to obtain true vibration characteristics of a blade and detect early blade damages.
Problem Statements of BTT Vibration
Reconstruction under Rotating Speed Fluctuation. As mentioned before, BTT blade vibration signals are undersampled, so they need to be reconstructed. Unfortunately, the rotating frequency f r should be a constant in equations (1) and (3), otherwise measured vibration displacements are not accurate. In practice, however, this assumption is hardly to be satisfied due to many factors, such as variable loads, unstable airflows, and rotor unbalances.
us, rotating speed fluctuation always exists, which will bring severe obstacles to BTT methods. e details are shown as follows.
When considering rotating speed fluctuation, the rotating frequency f r should be a random variable, instead of a constant. at is to say, it can be represented as a function of time t, e.g., f r (t),
where f r is the mean of f r (t) and Δ f (t) is the random deviation of the rotating frequency. Substituting equation (4) into equation (1), we will have
us, the expected arrival times t expected i,k,n depend on the rotating speed fluctuation Δ f (t). Furthermore, the actual arrival times can be expressed as
It can be seen that the actual arrival times depend on the rotating speed fluctuation Δ f (t) and blade vibration displacements d i,k [n]. Similar to equation (3), blade vibration displacements under rotating speed fluctuation can be represented as
In existing reconstruction algorithms [10, 11] , the series d i,k [n] is used to recover true vibration characteristics of the k th blade. Due to rotating speed fluctuation, however, d i,k [n] has to be used instead of d i,k [n] . In this case, it brings several challenges to existing reconstruction methods. e first one is that the expected arrival times are unknown and random, so that the time difference series is not accurate. e second Shock and Vibration 3 one is that blade vibration displacements are directly related to the rotating frequency, so that d i,k [n] is also not accurate. e third one is that the BTT sampling process is nonuniform, even though BTT sensors are mounted uniformly around the casing. erefore, new reconstruction algorithms should be explored for BTT-based blade vibration monitoring, which has been never reported according to our best knowledge.
Evaluation Metrics of BTT Vibration Reconstruction
under Rotating Speed Fluctuation. In order to evaluate the performance of BTT vibration reconstruction methods, some metrics should be defined and calculated. In this paper, two classes of metrics are proposed and defined as follows, including the unevenness of rotating speed (URS) and the normalized spectral kurtosis (NSK). e unevenness of rotating speed (URS) is proposed to characterize the degree of rotating speed fluctuation, which is defined as
where f min r , f max r , and f r are the minimum, maximum, and mean rotating frequencies, respectively. e normalized spectral kurtosis (NSK) for a multifrequency vibration signal and spectral energy concentration can be used to characterize the reconstruction performance. e more prominent the characteristic frequencies are, the better is the reconstruction performance. us, the spectral kurtosis is proposed to measure the reconstruction performance, which is defined as
where μ F and σ F are the mean and standard deviation of spectrum, respectively. Furthermore, in order to eliminate the effects of uncertainties, a normalized spectral kurtosis is defined as
where k ur and k ur are the spectral kurtosis of reconstructed vibration signals under rotating speed fluctuation and no fluctuation, respectively. e more close to 1 is S k , the smaller is the reconstruction error. us, S k is selected to evaluate the performance of BTT vibration reconstruction methods in this paper.
Nonlinear Time Transformation of BTT Sampling Times under Rotating Speed Fluctuation
In this paper, speed fluctuation can be equivalent to random variations of BTT sampling times around a central value. In this case, the issue can be transformed to reconstruct a random and nonuniformly sampled vibration signal, even though all BTT sensors are mounted uniformly.
With the help of revolution sensors, random variations of sampling times u n can be calculated. en, true vibration signal d(t) is sampled at t � nT + u n , instead of at uniform sampling times nT. Here, T is the average period which can be calculated as T � 1/f r . e remaining problem is to determine d(t) by using d(nT + u n ). erefore, nonlinear time transformation (NTT) is introduced to solve it [15] . Firstly, a continuous-time function λ(τ) is defined so that λ(nT) � u n . en, a nonlinear time transformation is built between the BTT sampling timeline t and the other timeline λ as follows:
Interestingly, nonuniform BTT sampling times nT + u n in the t domain are equivalent to uniform sampling times nT in the τ domain by using nonlinear time transformation, as shown in Figure 2 .
Furthermore, a continuous-time function g(τ) is defined as follows:
en we will have
us, true vibration signals are sampled uniformly in the τ domain. is conclusion will greatly facilitate vibration signals reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuation.
NTT-Based BTT Vibration Signal Reconstruction Algorithms under Rotating Speed Fluctuation
We all know that high cycle fatigue (HCF) is a common failure mode of high-speed rotating blades. Generally speaking, blade vibrations are major reasons of generating HCFs, which can be classified into synchronous and asynchronous vibrations. Up to now, many studies have been done on monitoring asynchronous vibrations using uniformly-mounted BTT sensors [9, 10] . Later, Hu et al.
proposed an undersampled BTT signal reconstruction method of monitoring synchronous vibrations using nonuniformly mounted BTT sensors [14] . In this section, the authors will advance the previous work [14] to consider both uniform and nonuniform BTT sensor configurations under rotating speed fluctuation.
Uniform BTT Sensor Configuration.
It is assumed that the I BTT sensors are mounted uniformly. According to equation (16) , g(τ) is sampled uniformly at the time points τ � nT. en, we can use the proposed method in [13] to reconstruct g(τ). e details are summarized as follows. For blade vibration monitoring, its natural frequencies are key parameters, which can be estimated in advance by using numerical or experimental analysis. Let f 0 be the targeted central frequency which can be close to natural frequencies, then we can only focus on a real band-pass signal g(τ) with
the center frequency f 0 and bandwidth B 0 in "true" blade vibration signals. Secondly, the reconstructed band-pass signal g(τ) can be represented as [13] 
where d(nT + u n ) is the analytic version of d(nT + u n ), sin c is the cardinal sine function, f BTT is the BTT sampling frequency which is calculated as f BTT � I/T, and Re · { } denotes the real part.
Obviously, it can be seen from equation (14) that the band-pass signal g(τ) can be reconstructed without error from the subsampled signal d(nT + u n ) under rotating speed fluctuation only if f BTT > 4.26 × B 0 [13] , where B 0 is determined by practical requirements. In order to accelerate the convergence of the summation in equation (14), polynomial splines with compact-support and excellent approximation capabilities can be used to replace the sin c function.
us, a reconstruction kernel function K B [n] based on sixth-order B-splines is also used in this paper [13] . Finally, we can build the reconstruction formula of g(τ) as follows:
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1 , it is reasonable to assume that absolute value of sampling time variations u n is no larger than T/2. Otherwise, the sampling time may be considered as the previous or the next sampling time. In this case, equation (11) is strictly monotonic, so its inverse function should exist which is defined as τ � η(t).
en, based on equation (15), we can obtain the BTT vibration signal reconstruction formula under uniform BTT sensor configuration and rotating speed fluctuation as follows:
Next, the remaining problem is how to calculate the inverse function η(t). In practice, it is much difficult to get its analytical formula. But, we can obtain nT and nT + u n , so η(t) can be achieved by interpolation methods.
Nonuniform BTT Sensor
Configuration. Under uniform sampling, synchronous vibrations of multiple orders of the probe number are often difficult to be detected. In order to solve this issue, nonuniformly mounted BTT probes have to be used, instead of uniformly mounted ones. us, we assume that the I BTT sensors are mounted nonuniformly. In this case, if the rotation speed f r is constant, the nonuniform BTT sampling function can be formulated as follows:
where d(t) is the true vibration signal and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Interestingly, it can be seen from equation (17) that nonuniformly sampled vibration signals is equivalent to the sum of I uniformly sampled signal streams. Furthermore, the reconstruction process of d(t) is represented in Figure 3 , which is formulated as follows [14] :
where h i (t) is the i th interpolating function corresponding to the i th BTT sensor. Next, the remaining problem is how to calculate the interpolating function h i . In practice, it is much difficult to directly obtain analytical solution of h i in time domain. To overcome it, we can perform Fourier transform on both sides of equation (18) and will have
where D re (f), D(f), and H i (f) are the spectrums of d re (t), d(t), and h i (t), respectively. Hu et al. proposed the method of solving H i (f) [14] . en, we can obtain the reconstructed spectrum D re (f) by substituting H i (f) into equation (19), leading to the solution of d re (t). In this paper, two BTT sensors are used as an example. Without loss of generality, α 0 is assumed to be zero. en, the corresponding second-order reconstruction formula is as follows [14] :
where
where f L is the lower boundary of the frequency band and m � 2f L /B 0 . e ceiling operator X denotes the smallest integer no less than X. However, it must be noted that two important constraints should be satisfied, i.e., sin(mα 1 /2) ≠ 0 and sin(((m + 1)α 1 )/2) ≠ 0. erefore, angular positions of two BTT sensors should be selected carefully to avoid incorrect vibration reconstructions in engineering applications.
When considering rotating speed fluctuation, sampling times of the ith BTT sensor can be represented as
Based on equation (11), nonlinear time transformation of t i can be obtained as follows:
where λ i (n/f r ) � u i,n . Similarly, we assumed the inverse function of λ i (τ) to be η i (t), i.e., τ � η i (t).
For each BTT sensor, it can be looked as being mounted uniformly, so we can obtain the BTT vibration signal reconstruction formula in the τ domain as follows:
By substituting τ � η i (t) into equation (24), we can obtain the BTT vibration signal reconstruction formula under nonuniform BTT sensor configuration and rotating speed fluctuation as follows:
In particular, when I � 2, we will have the following reconstruction formula: Figure 3 : e schematic of periodically nonuniformly sampled signal reconstruction [14] . 6 Shock and Vibration where d((n/f r ) + u 1,n ) and d((n/f r ) + (α 1 /2πf r ) + u 2,n ) are sampled vibration displacements by the first and second BTT sensors under rotating speed fluctuation.
Numerical Simulations and Validations
In order to validate the above two vibration signal reconstruction algorithms, BTT sampled signals under rotating speed fluctuation and no fluctuation are simulated, respectively. en, both the proposed algorithm and classical methods in [10, 13] are used to reconstruct them. Finally, the original signals are compared with the reconstructed signals and the corresponding evaluation metrics is calculated.
Under Uniform BTT Sensor Configuration and Rotating
Speed Fluctuation. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that three fault frequencies are caused by blade damages, i.e., f 1 � 800 Hz, f 2 � 760 Hz, and f 3 � 850 Hz. en, the characteristic vibration signal can be represented as
Under rotating speed fluctuation, the average rotating speed is equal to 5000 RPM and then f r � 83.33 Hz and T � 3/250 s. ree BTT sensors are mounted equally, and the BTT sampling frequency can be calculated as f BTT � 250 Hz. e total sampling time is equal to 5 seconds. e rotating speed fluctuation is assumed to be random normal distribution. Here, two kinds of fluctuations with URS � 3.16% and URS � 6.33% are studied, respectively. en, the rotating speed and the variation of sampling time are shown in Figure 4 . Based on them, the sampling times nT + u n can be obtained and the sampled vibration displacements d(nT + u n ) under rotating speed fluctuation can also be calculated, which are shown in Figure 5 .
Based on Figures 4 and 5 , it can be seen that the sampling times and sampled vibration displacements are a little different under two rotating speed fluctuations. Next, under rotating speed fluctuation, classical and the proposed NTTbased methods are used to recover characteristic vibration frequencies, respectively, which are compared with those under constant rotating speed. For the reconstruction, the targeted central frequency is chosen as f 0 � 800 Hz. e bandwidth is chosen as B 0 � 55 Hz so that f BTT > 4.26 × B 0 . Furthermore, we need to calculate the inverse function η(t) by the interpolation method. It can be testified that |λ| < T/2, so here we obtain η(t) by the one-dimensional linear interpolation method. In the end, reconstructed signals under uniform sampling using classical method under fluctuation and using the proposed NTT-based method under fluctuation are calculated, respectively, and compared in Figure 6 .
Obviously, it is difficult to distinguish them in time domain. Furthermore, their power spectrums are calculated as in Figure 7 . It can be seen that when URS � 3.16%, the reconstructed vibration frequencies are calculated as 760.2 Hz, 800.2 Hz, and 850.2 Hz using the classical reconstruction algorithm. While using the proposed NTTbased reconstruction algorithm, the reconstructed vibration frequencies are the same as the original values. When URS � 6.33%, however, it is difficult to determine reconstructed vibration frequencies by using the classical reconstruction algorithm. While the proposed NTT-based reconstruction algorithm can still be used to accurately reconstruct the original characteristic frequencies.
Furthermore, the metric of normalized spectral kurtosis is used to measure the reconstruction performance. In the case of URS � 3.16%, we will have S k � 0.4263 by using the classical method under fluctuation and S k � 0.9967 by using the proposed method under fluctuation, respectively. While in the case of URS � 6.33%, we will have S k � 0.1048 by using classical method under fluctuation and S k � 0.9836 by using the proposed method under fluctuation, respectively. us, the results testify that the NTT-based reconstruction method can reduce effectively the influence of rotating speed fluctuation and decrease the reconstruction error.
In order to evaluate the effect of URS on the performance of the NTT-based reconstruction method, the above reconstruction process is done under different URS. Here, the URS changes between 1% and 35%. en, the corresponding normalized spectral kurtosis of reconstructed signals is calculated and the results are shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that (1) when URS > 5%, the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using classical method will decrease sharply and be less than 0.2. While the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using the NTT-based method will be large than 0.8 only if URS ≤ 25%. (2) When URS > 30%, the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using the NTTbased method will also decrease sharply. At this time, however, the rotating speed will be seen as to be variable, instead of fluctuation. us, we can conclude that the NTTbased reconstruction method is much fit for BTT vibration reconstruction under uniform sensor configuration and rotating speed fluctuation.
Under Nonuniform BTT Sensor Configuration and Rotating Speed Fluctuation.
As mentioned before, nonuniform BTT sensor configuration is always utilized to monitor synchronous vibrations. In this section, simulations are done to validate the proposed reconstruction method in Section 4.2. Here, two BTT sensors are mounted nonuniformly, and the angle between them is equal to 30 degree.
It is assumed that synchronous vibration frequency is equal to f 1 � 800 Hz and asynchronous vibration frequencies are equal to f 2 � 780 Hz and f 3 � 810 Hz. en, the characteristic vibration signal can be similarly generated based on equation (27).
In particular, a revolution reference sensor is mounted to collect rotating speed signals in order to obtain practical fluctuation. In order to simulate practical rotating speed fluctuation, here an experimental rotating speed is used and shown in Figure 9 , which was measured by a rotating speed sensor. e average speed is equal to 5019.8 rpm. Furthermore, we will have f r � 83.66 Hz and URS � 0.82%.
Next, the average speed is used to calculate the BTT sampling times under no fluctuation. Based on this, the variation of BTT sampling time is shown in Figure 10 nonlinear transformation transformations are done, and the inversion functions η 1 (t) and η 2 (t) in equation (26) are calculated and shown in Figure 11 , respectively. Here, the URS is too small, so the two curves seem to be a straight line. Furthermore, h(t) in equation (26) can be calculated and is shown in Figure 12 .
In the end, the reconstruction formula in equation (26) is used to reconstruct the characteristic vibration signal. In order to evaluate the performance, the results of the NTTbased method are compared with those of classical method, as shown in Figure 13 . For clarity of display, only the waveform among [0, 0.1] ms along the time axis is drawn. e reconstruction results under no fluctuation are shown in Figure 13 Figure 10 into equation (27) . It can be seen that the reconstructed spectrum obtained by the NTT-based method under fluctuation is almost the same as that under no fluctuation, so we can easily find one synchronous vibration frequency (800 Hz) and the two synchronous vibration frequencies (780 Hz and 810 Hz). While for the reconstructed spectrum obtained by classical method under fluctuation, there are much spectral leakages despite of small URS. us, we can believe that the classical method cannot be used for BTT vibration reconstruction if URS is larger. Similarly, in order to evaluate the effect of URS on the performance of the NTT-based reconstruction method under fluctuation, the above reconstruction method is carried out under different URS. en, the corresponding normalized spectral kurtosis of reconstructed signals is calculated and shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen that (1) when URS increases to be more than 0.8%, the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using classical method will decrease sharply and be less than 0.2. While the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using the NTT-based method will be large than 0.8 until URS > 8.3%. us, it validates that the proposed method is more insensitive to speed fluctuation than classical method. (2) By comparing Figure 14 with Figure 8 , we can see that speed fluctuation has more bad effects on both reconstruction methods under nonuniform sensor configuration than under uniform sensor configuration. (3) Similarly, when URS > 10%, the normalized spectral kurtosis obtained by using the NTT-based method will also decrease sharply.
Improper Angles between Two BTT Sensors.
As mentioned before, there are some improper angles between BTT sensors for nonuniform BTT signal reconstructed by using the NTT-based method. Furthermore, these improper angles can be calculated to avoid large reconstruction errors once the rotating speed and the targeted central frequency are given. Here, the average rotating speed is equal to 5020 rpm, and the targeted central frequency is equal to 800 Hz. e reconstruction bandwidth is B � 5020/60 � 83.67 Hz. Based on them, we will have f L � f 0 − B/2 � 758.17 Hz and m � ceil(2f L /B) � 19. en, angles between two BTT sensors (α 1 ) should satisfy α 1 ≠ 2kπ/19 and α 1 ≠ kπ/10, where k is an integer. Furthermore, the set of improper angles can be listed as {18°, 18.9°, 36°, 37.9°, 54°, 56.8°, 72°, 75.8°, 90°, 94.7°, 108°, 113.7°, 126°, 132.6°, 144°, 151.6°, 162°, 170.5°}. In order to validate this conclusion, next numerical simulations are done as follows. Here, URS � 0.82%. en normalized spectral kurtosis of nonuniformly reconstructed signals under different α 1 are calculated by using the NTT-based method, respectively. e results are shown in Figure 15 . We can see that (i) in most cases, α 1 has few effects on the performance of the proposed reconstruction method, except for some improper angles which are equal to the above theoretic values. (ii) When improper α 1 is used, the performances of the NTT-based method will decrease greatly.
us, for nonuniform BTT signal reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuation, more attentions should be paid on selecting right angles between two BTT sensors.
Conclusions
BTT-based vibration signals are typically undersampled, so it is much necessary to reconstruct characteristic vibrations. Existing reconstruction methods are mainly based on the assumption of constant rotation speeds. But, rotating speed fluctuation is inevitable in engineering applications due to unstable airflow, load instability, and other factors. In this case, blade vibrations cannot be reconstructed accurately by using existing algorithms, so that frequency aliasing will happen. us, the aim of this paper is to explore a new BTT vibration reconstruction method under rotating speed fluctuation. Main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) effects of rotating speed fluctuation on BTT vibration reconstruction are analyzed, and nonlinear time transformation of BTT sampling times under rotating speed fluctuation is presented. (2) Two NTT-based reconstruction algorithms are derived for uniform and nonuniform BTT sensor configurations, respectively. (3) Numerical simulations are done to verify the proposed methods. e results testify that the proposed NTT-based reconstruction method can reduce effectively the influence of rotating speed fluctuation and decrease the reconstruction Shock and Vibration error. In addition, rotating speed fluctuation has more bad effects on reconstruction methods under nonuniform sensor configuration than under uniform sensor configuration. For nonuniform BTT signal reconstruction under rotating speed fluctuation, more attentions should be paid on selecting proper angles between BTT sensors. e proposed method will benefit for detecting early blade damages by reducing frequency aliasing. In addition, it must be noted that if rotating speeds change too much, the performance of the proposed algorithms will also decrease greatly. us, another future work is to study BTT-based vibration signal reconstruction methods under variable rotating speeds [16] .
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